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a brahmin member of an illustrious family sister of the martyred robert gould shaw who led his proud black troops
against fort wagner and later a war widow lowell constantly responded to changing ideological and economic
conditions affecting the poor after more than 20 years of research the author was finally able to pull together more
than 70 000 descendants of william morss b in the 1600s and his wife elizabeth by tracking the descendants of
anthony morse of essex county ma she can identify more than 70 000 descendants many of these lines had been
lost to history including a more recent one of joseph willis morse whose son founded the precursor to the magazine
vanity fair in atlantic city his son had 9 sons each with large families of their own none of whom were listed in the
traditional histories and so the search began browse the names of the first 6 generations of descendants of stephen
morse of essex co ma more will be published in the future but books can only be so many pages volume 2 will
include the story of hugo von mors the descendant of a noble flanders family and a knights templar this legendary
work consists of alphabetically arranged genealogical tables of approximately 500 rhode island families
representing thousands of descendants of pre 1690 settlers all carried to the third generation and some about 100
families carried to the fourth the purpose of this research paper is to provide a biographical summary for the author
s 8th great grandmother sarah ewer and to reveal new information about her life which was recently discovered by
the author sarah ewer was a remarkable woman for several reasons she persevered after her father died when she
was only nine years old sarah survived four husbands all of historical note two of whom suddenly died by drowning
along with a brother who was lost at sea and she was a wonderful mother who raised seven children to adulthood
even while mourning the tragic accidental death of her two year old son between 1645 ce and 1692 ce sarah ewer
married four times her first and last husbands were separatists in plymouth colony sarah s second spouse the
author s ancestral grandfather was the first quaker in barnstable plymouth colony and her third husband was
among the first baptists in newport ri sarah ewer exhibited a great deal of theological flexibility within her lifetime
seemingly drawn to colonial men who chose to separate from the church of england and as a result she had to
endure plymouth colony governmental persecution while trying to nurture and to protect her children when the
author began researching his ancestral grandmother s life 25 years ago there existed three major unsolved
mysteries first marriage records had not been found to prove that sarah ewer actually married her second husband
nicholas davis in barnstable plymouth colony in 1651 ce second information had not been discovered regarding
sarah s whereabouts after the death of her third spouse dr john clarke who died in 1676 ce newport ri third
genealogists old and new had been unable to confirm whether the nicholas davis who is listed as an inhabitant of ri
in 1638 was in fact sarah ewer s future husband this article presents evidence in an attempt to solve all three of
these issues sarah s journey won the best fiction award for hamilton and region this true story tells of sarah lewis
born a slave in virginia and her escape with three small children to upper canada in 1820 she arrives in simcoe in
1822 and keeps house for a young scotsman by whom she has a son who eventually becomes the richest man in
new york city the events of the time such as the rebellion of 1837 and the threats of bounty hunters affect the black
community and sarah s family i would recommend this novel to mature readership at the high school level or above
because of the increased degree of appreciation of the story if one is acquainted with the social and economic and
political issues surrounding and shaping the environment into which sarah was born grietje r mcbride ue b sc sarah
s journey is a real page turner liana metal rambles this book focuses on the post emancipation period in the
caribbean and how local societies dealt with the new socio economic conditions scholars from jamaica the virgin
islands england denmark and the netherlands link this era with the contemporary caribbean a register report is one
of the clearest and most comprehensive ways to record a family tree and is certainly far easier to handle than acres
of family charts this is a clearly presented register report with a full alphabetical index for the wheelwright family a
companion volume to the wheelwright family story it follows their history from lincolnshire england to the americas
and back to england africa australasia and beyond spanning 400 years 13 generations and over 2 000 individuals it
is an essential resource for anyone researching the history of new england s founding families in the early 1900s
sarah a single mother of six children is trapped in the bloody upheaval marking the death of czarist russia and the
birth of the soviet union facing bigotry poverty and bloody revolution sarah determines to escape the catastrophe
engulfing her and her family she vows to bring them to america in this memoir author isabelle stamler traces her
family s roots back to the small belarussian hamlet of vashisht telling their story of the journey from russia to a new
life in new york city from the great depression through world war ii and beyond sarah s ten fingers narrates the
trials and tribulations faced by this determined mother seeking a better existence for her family sarah s ten fingers
recalls sarah s tenacity strength and intelligence traits that have been replicated in her progeny who are now
teachers lawyers doctors accountants business owners and writers it portrays fifty years in the lives of a family that
was brought out of hell by a pious jewish woman seeking to attain the golden land jans janszen van breestede was
born in about 1596 in bredstedt prussia he married engeltje jans in about 1625 in new york they had five children
descendants and relatives lived mainly in new york new jersey michigan and wisconsin also includes unrelated
families with variations of the braisted surname them dark days is a study of the callous capitalistic nature of the
vast rice plantations along the southeastern coast it is essential reading for anyone whose view of slavery s horrors
might be softened by the current historical emphasis on slave community and family and slave autonomy and
empowerment looking at gowrie and butler island plantations in georgia and chicora wood in south carolina william
dusinberre considers a wide range of issues related to daily life and work there health economics politics dissidence
coercion discipline paternalism and privilege based on overseers letters slave testimonies and plantation records
them dark days offers a vivid reconstruction of slavery in action and casts a sharp new light on slave history
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a brahmin member of an illustrious family sister of the martyred robert gould shaw who led his proud black troops
against fort wagner and later a war widow lowell constantly responded to changing ideological and economic
conditions affecting the poor
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after more than 20 years of research the author was finally able to pull together more than 70 000 descendants of
william morss b in the 1600s and his wife elizabeth by tracking the descendants of anthony morse of essex county
ma she can identify more than 70 000 descendants many of these lines had been lost to history including a more
recent one of joseph willis morse whose son founded the precursor to the magazine vanity fair in atlantic city his
son had 9 sons each with large families of their own none of whom were listed in the traditional histories and so the
search began browse the names of the first 6 generations of descendants of stephen morse of essex co ma more
will be published in the future but books can only be so many pages volume 2 will include the story of hugo von
mors the descendant of a noble flanders family and a knights templar
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this legendary work consists of alphabetically arranged genealogical tables of approximately 500 rhode island
families representing thousands of descendants of pre 1690 settlers all carried to the third generation and some
about 100 families carried to the fourth
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the purpose of this research paper is to provide a biographical summary for the author s 8th great grandmother
sarah ewer and to reveal new information about her life which was recently discovered by the author sarah ewer
was a remarkable woman for several reasons she persevered after her father died when she was only nine years
old sarah survived four husbands all of historical note two of whom suddenly died by drowning along with a brother
who was lost at sea and she was a wonderful mother who raised seven children to adulthood even while mourning
the tragic accidental death of her two year old son between 1645 ce and 1692 ce sarah ewer married four times her
first and last husbands were separatists in plymouth colony sarah s second spouse the author s ancestral
grandfather was the first quaker in barnstable plymouth colony and her third husband was among the first baptists
in newport ri sarah ewer exhibited a great deal of theological flexibility within her lifetime seemingly drawn to
colonial men who chose to separate from the church of england and as a result she had to endure plymouth colony
governmental persecution while trying to nurture and to protect her children when the author began researching
his ancestral grandmother s life 25 years ago there existed three major unsolved mysteries first marriage records
had not been found to prove that sarah ewer actually married her second husband nicholas davis in barnstable
plymouth colony in 1651 ce second information had not been discovered regarding sarah s whereabouts after the
death of her third spouse dr john clarke who died in 1676 ce newport ri third genealogists old and new had been
unable to confirm whether the nicholas davis who is listed as an inhabitant of ri in 1638 was in fact sarah ewer s
future husband this article presents evidence in an attempt to solve all three of these issues
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sarah s journey won the best fiction award for hamilton and region this true story tells of sarah lewis born a slave in
virginia and her escape with three small children to upper canada in 1820 she arrives in simcoe in 1822 and keeps
house for a young scotsman by whom she has a son who eventually becomes the richest man in new york city the
events of the time such as the rebellion of 1837 and the threats of bounty hunters affect the black community and
sarah s family i would recommend this novel to mature readership at the high school level or above because of the
increased degree of appreciation of the story if one is acquainted with the social and economic and political issues
surrounding and shaping the environment into which sarah was born grietje r mcbride ue b sc sarah s journey is a
real page turner liana metal rambles
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this book focuses on the post emancipation period in the caribbean and how local societies dealt with the new socio
economic conditions scholars from jamaica the virgin islands england denmark and the netherlands link this era
with the contemporary caribbean
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a register report is one of the clearest and most comprehensive ways to record a family tree and is certainly far
easier to handle than acres of family charts this is a clearly presented register report with a full alphabetical index
for the wheelwright family a companion volume to the wheelwright family story it follows their history from
lincolnshire england to the americas and back to england africa australasia and beyond spanning 400 years 13
generations and over 2 000 individuals it is an essential resource for anyone researching the history of new england
s founding families
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in the early 1900s sarah a single mother of six children is trapped in the bloody upheaval marking the death of
czarist russia and the birth of the soviet union facing bigotry poverty and bloody revolution sarah determines to
escape the catastrophe engulfing her and her family she vows to bring them to america in this memoir author
isabelle stamler traces her family s roots back to the small belarussian hamlet of vashisht telling their story of the
journey from russia to a new life in new york city from the great depression through world war ii and beyond sarah s
ten fingers narrates the trials and tribulations faced by this determined mother seeking a better existence for her
family sarah s ten fingers recalls sarah s tenacity strength and intelligence traits that have been replicated in her
progeny who are now teachers lawyers doctors accountants business owners and writers it portrays fifty years in
the lives of a family that was brought out of hell by a pious jewish woman seeking to attain the golden land
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jans janszen van breestede was born in about 1596 in bredstedt prussia he married engeltje jans in about 1625 in
new york they had five children descendants and relatives lived mainly in new york new jersey michigan and
wisconsin also includes unrelated families with variations of the braisted surname
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them dark days is a study of the callous capitalistic nature of the vast rice plantations along the southeastern coast
it is essential reading for anyone whose view of slavery s horrors might be softened by the current historical
emphasis on slave community and family and slave autonomy and empowerment looking at gowrie and butler
island plantations in georgia and chicora wood in south carolina william dusinberre considers a wide range of issues
related to daily life and work there health economics politics dissidence coercion discipline paternalism and
privilege based on overseers letters slave testimonies and plantation records them dark days offers a vivid
reconstruction of slavery in action and casts a sharp new light on slave history
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